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MIXED PWR CORE LOADINGS WITH INERT MATRIX Pu-FUEL ASSEMBLIES
A. Stanculescu, U. Kasemeyer, J-M. Paratte, R. Chawla
The most efficient way to enhance plutonium consumption in light water reactors is to eliminate the production of plutonium ail together. This requirement leads to fuel concepts in which the uranium is replaced by
an inert matrix. At PSI, studies have focused on employing ZrO2as inert matrix. Adding a burnable poison
to such a fuel proves to be necessary. As a result of scoping studies, Er^D^ was identified as the most
suitable burnable poison material. The results of whole-core three-dimensional neutronics analyses indicated, for a present-day 1000 MWe pressurised water reactor, the feasibility of an asymptotic equilibrium
four-batch cycle fuelled solely with the proposed PuO2-Er2O3-ZrC>2 inert matrix fuel (IMF). The present paper presents the results of more recent investigations related to "real-life" situations, which call for transition
configurations in which mixed IMF and UO2 assembly loadings must be considered. To determine the influence of the introduction of IMF assemblies on the characteristics of a UO2-fuelled core, threedimensional full-core calculations have been performed for a present-day 1000 MWe PWR containing up to
12 optimised IMF assemblies.
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INTRODUCTION

The inventories of spent uranium fuel, and hence of
plutonium generated by the operation of commercial
nuclear power plants, are continuously increasing. The
strategy presently adopted by some utilities to deal
with this problem consists in reprocessing the spent
fuel, fabricating plutonium-uranium mixed oxide (MOX)
fuel assemblies, and using these to load up to one
third of the core. Both reprocessing and MOX fuel fabrication are, in the countries where utilities have opted
for this strategy, well-established industrial activities. A
one-third MOX core loading, however, permits only to
stabilise the plutonium mass flow since, over the
lifespan of the core loading, as much plutonium is consumed as is produced through neutron captures in
238(j ("self-generated" mode). To go beyond the "selfgenerated" mode, strategies with up to 100 % MOX
core loadings are presently being investigated, for
which, however, certain operational and safety-related
problems remain to be solved. A much more efficient
way to enhance plutonium consumption in light water
reactors (LWRs) would obviously be to eliminate the
plutonium production all together. This requirement
leads to fuel concepts in which the uranium is replaced
by an inert matrix.
At PSI, studies have focused on employing ZrO2as an
inert matrix [1]. This material is stabilised by rare earth
oxides into a single-phase solid solution with a highly
radiation resistant cubic structure. From the material
technological viewpoint, it thus becomes comparable
to UO2 in MOX fuel, being able to host plutonium, the
higher actinides and the fission products. For reactivity
control reasons, adding a burnable poison to such a
fuel proves to be necessary. As a result of scoping
studies addressing basic reactor physics characteristics (e.g. depletion-dependent reactivity variation, reactivity control, temperature and void coefficients),
Er2O3 was identified as a highly suitable burnable poison material [2,3].

The results of whole-core three-dimensional neutronics analyses [4,5] indicated that, for a present-day
1000 MWe pressurised water reactor (PWR), a fourregion core fuelled solely with the proposed Pu©2Er2O3-ZrO2 inert matrix fuel (IMF) was feasible. The
main operational characteristics (e.g. cycle length and
power peaking) of such a 100 % IMF core were shown
to be very similar to those of a conventional UO2fuelled PWR, while the plutonium consumption capabilities (in terms of total plutonium) were shown to be
approximately 2.5 times as high as in the case of
100 % MOX cores [6]. When assessing these results,
it must be stressed, however, that they apply mainly
within the scope of the studies conducted (i.e. equilibrium cycle situations and homogeneous IMF assembly
design).
The present paper presents the results of more recent
investigations related to "real-life" situations, that call
for transition configurations in which mixed IMF and
LJO2 assembly loadings must be considered.
2

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The scope of the present study has essentially been to
determine the effects of the stage-wise introduction of
IMF assemblies on the core characteristics of a standard UO2-fuelled PWR.
From past experience made with MOX fuel, it must be
assumed that an eventual utilisation of IMF assemblies
in present-day LWRs will be gradual. Therefore, from
a practical point of view, after investigating the feasibility of asymptotic 100 % IMF fuel cycles, core design
efforts must be concentrated on studies dealing with
mixed UO2/IMF loadings. Given the strong spectral
differences to be expected in adjacent assemblies of
such loadings, these studies must focus, in the first
place, on the power distribution within the IMF assembly itself, since unacceptable power peaks in the
neighbourhood of the UO2 assembly cannot be ex-
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eluded a priori1. The result of these studies has been
an IMF assembly design optimised in the context of
the power distribution with a surrounding of UO2 assemblies [5,6].
The next step has consisted in assessing the core
physics characteristics of mixed configurations loaded
with an increasing number of such optimised IMF assemblies.
3

CALCULATIONAL METHODS AND MODELS

3.1 IMF assembly optimisation
The IMF assembly optimisation calculations were
performed with the help of the two-dimensional transport-theory burnup code BOXER, that is part of the
ELCOS code system [7]. For most isotopes, the crosssection library is based on the JEF-1 file [8], notable
exceptions being the Er and the 155Gd cross-sections,
based on BROND-2 [9] and JENDL-2 [10] data, respectively. The model employed consisted of a 3x3 array, with the IMF assembly being located in the centre
and surrounded by standard UO2 assemblies. The
plutonium considered in the IMF corresponds to reprocessed LWR-fuel having reached an average discharge bumup of about 42 GWd/tmvi (~66 wt% fissile
plutonium content [11]).

4

RESULTS

4.1 IMF assembly optimisation
First results of the optimisation efforts showed that, for
homogeneous IMF assemblies, strong power peaking
(maximum peaking factor of 1.65, to be compared with
1.48 for a MOX assembly) occurred when both the
IMF and the surrounding UO2 fuel were fresh. As was
to be expected, the maximum values in the IMF assembly occurred in the outermost fuel rod positions,
while the effect on the power distribution inside the assembly was limited2. Accordingly, optimisation efforts,
considering also depletion-dependent effects, focused
on the fuel rods at the edge of the IMF assembly. The
result of the optimisation work is shown in Fig. 1
(quarter-assembly view). The main features of the
proposed IMF assembly design are the following:
-

introduction of a central water hole, in order to yield
a smoother burnup distribution;

-

for the fuel rods at the periphery, reduction of the
plutonium content by approximately 1 6 % compared to the inside rod positions;

-

for the outermost corner rod, reduction of the plutonium content by approximately 26 % compared to
the inside rod positions, and additional Gd poisoning (the latter was preferred over a further increase
of the Er content, since the fast burning Gd isotopes permit to attain a better power distribution
towards end of life);

-

a slightly increased plutonium content for all the
remaining inner fuel rod positions, in order to attain
the same average plutonium content as in the earlier homogeneous IMF assembly design.

3.2 Analyses of mixed UO2/IMF cores
For these analyses, three-dimensional full-core calculations of a present-day 1000 MWe PWR containing up
to 12 IMF assemblies have been performed with the
help of the nodal core simulator SILWER, also part of
the ELCOS code system. SILWER applies an analytical nodal method to solve the two-group neutron diffusion equations.

•.

The introduction of the optimised IMF assemblies into
a UOg-fuelled PWR was considered in the context of a
four-batch core configuration representing a "real-life"
loading of an actual power reactor having 177 assemblies. The reference 235 U enrichments were 3.8, 3.5
and 3.4 wt%. In a first step, four fresh IMF assemblies
replaced the standard UO2 assemblies with the highest relative nodal power values. Starting with this configuration, ensuing bumup calculations permitted to
establish an appropriate fuel management scheme for
this mixed UO2/IMF core. Thus, after each cycle, while
taking care that the overall one-fourth core symmetry
was preserved, the IMF assemblies were shuffled to
positions which would have been occupied by UOg assemblies with the same burnup state.

1

At beginning-of-life (BOL), the spectral differences at the
interface of IMF and UO2 assemblies would be expected
to be even more pronounced than in the UO2/MOX case,
due to the greater thermal neutron absorption rates in the
IMF as compared to MOX. The enhanced absorption
cross-sections in the IMF result from (a) the presence of
the burnable poison and (b) the considerably higher
plutonium content of the fuel.
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Fig. 1: Quarter-assembly view of the optimised IMF
assembly for deployment in mixed UO2/IMF
PWR core configurations.
The burnup calculations indicated that, due to the additional poisoning with Gd of the outermost corner rod
of the optimised IMF assembly, the maximum power
peaking would occur at the end of the first, and at the
beginning of the second cycle.
2

The larger thermal neutron absorption cross-sections in
the IMF assembly, as compared to MOX (see earlier footnote), render the spectral influence of the surrounding
UO2 assemblies relatively weak for fuel rod positions well
within the assembly.
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Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the relative power density for the optimised IMF assembly surrounded by
eight standard UO2 assemblies at the end of the first
burnup cycle. Compared to the homogeneous nonoptimised IMF assembly, the power peak is decreased
by approximately 28 %. The power distributions obtained are thus comparable to those of mixed
UO2/MOX core loadings as presently realised in
LWRs.
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Fig. 2: Relative power density in the optimised IMF
assembly (surrounded by UO2 assemblies) at
the end of the first cycle (350 effective fullpower days).
4.2 Analyses of mixed UO2/IMF cores
As indicated earlier, the first study currently undertaken has been the influence on the core characteristics of introducing four of the optimised IMF assemblies into a present-day PWR. Apart from the detailed
power distribution, none of the operational characteristics (soluble-boron concentration, etc.) are altered in
any significant manner as compared to the standard
UO2-fuelled core. The relative nodal power densities
for the beginning-of-cycle (BOC) configuration are
shown in Fig. 3 (one-fourth core symmetry).
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Fig. 3: Comparison of radial nodal power distributions (one-fourth core symmetry) at beginning-of-cycle (BOC) for the reference UO2fuelled case (first line) and the mixed
UO2/IMF loading (second line), the percentage difference being indicated in the third
line. Position H-8 indicates the core centre,
the four optimised IMF assemblies having
been loaded into positions B-8, H-14 and the
corresponding two symmetrical positions.
pleted (especially Gd in the outermost corner rod position). As can be seen from Fig. 4, even at the end of
the first cycle, the IMF assemblies have approximately
9 % lower relative nodal power values than those
which the UO2 assemblies would have had at the
same location. The maximum linear rating of the IMF
assemblies increases by approximately 20 % with respect to the BOC values. The relative nodal power
distribution results of the 3D full-core calculations are
also displayed graphically in Fig. 5 for the reference
UO2 core at BOC, as well as for the mixed UO2/IMF
core at both BOC and EOC.

As mentioned in section 3.2, the IMF assemblies were
loaded into UCVassembly peak power positions (i.e.
B-8 and H-14, and the corresponding two other symmetrical positions). The first and the second line give
the relative nodal power values for the reference UO2fuelled core and for the mixed UO2/IMF loading, respectively, while the third line gives the percentage
change in the nodal power densities upon introduction
of the IMF assemblies into the reference UO2 core. As
seen from Fig. 3, the IMF assemblies have a considerably lower relative nodal power density (reduced by
approximately 37 %, as compared to the replaced UO2
assemblies), while the increase in the values for the
other UO2 assemblies does not exceed 11 %. The
maximum linear rating attained in the IMF assemblies
is thus approximately one-third lower than that obtained in the reference UO2 core.

The power peaking results obtained for the IMF assemblies at the end of the first cycle were not exceeded in any of the following burnup cycles for which
SILWER simulations were carried out, confirming the
qualitative findings of the IMF assembly optimisation
study (see section 4.1).

Obviously, power peaking in the IMF assemblies increases with burnup, since the burnable poison is de-

In a further study, a BOC configuration with eight more
IMF assemblies was considered. These additional as-
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Fig. 4: Comparison of radial nodal power distributions (one-fourth core symmetry) at end-ofcycle (EOC) for the core configurations for
which the BOC results are given in Fig. 3.

I

semblies were also loaded into positions of high power
density in the reference UO2 core (at positions D-11,
E-12 (see Fig. 3) and the corresponding symmetrical
positions in the other three quadrants). Also for this
mixed configuration with 12 IMF assemblies, the BOL
operational core characteristics were very similar to
those of the UO2 reference case, with the exception of
the critical soluble-boron concentration which was
somewhat lower. Burnup calculations showed that the
power distribution throughout the first cycle remains
qualitatively similar to that for the reference core,
clearly indicating the feasibility of even larger IMF
loadings.
4.3 Plutonium consumption
No attempts have currently been made for the definition of detailed fuel management schemes that would
go beyond the 12-IMF-assembly loading considered
above, i.e. towards full IMF core loadings. Thus, at this
stage, a caveat has to be made when assessing the
plutonium consumption capabilities of partially loaded
IMF cores. Effectively, caution is due when assessing
absolute plutonium consumption rates, since the only
basis available in this context is that provided by the
studies performed for 100 % uranium-free PWR loadings fuelled with homogeneous IMF assemblies [4].
However, conclusions regarding the relative plutonium
consumption potential of IMF-loaded PWRs, as compared to MOX-fuelled cores, can be easily drawn

Fig. 5: Schematic views of the relative power distributions for (a) the reference UCVfuelled
PWR at BOC, and for the mixed UO2/IMF
core (containing four optimised IMF assemblies) at (b) BOC and (c) EOC.
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based on the results of the earlier conducted studies
on full core loadings of IMF and MOX. The results reported in [4,5] indicate that the plutonium (reactorgrade) consumption rates for 100 % MOX and 100 %
uranium-free (IMF) PWR cores are approximately 430
and 1090 kg/GWeyear, respectively. This means that
LWRs with as little as about one-eighth (i.e. 24 assemblies in the present-day 1000 MWe PWR considered in this study) IMF core loadings would operate in
the "self-generated" mode (as compared to one-third
MOX-fuelled cores).
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